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Tree ring research shows
benefits of natural forest fires

Sketch by Francisco A. Gandara

Controlled low intensity fires clean the forest by burning accumulated woody fuels and thinning out
young trees.

Smokey the bear may have to adjust
his stance.

A University of Arizona graduate
student in watershed management has
found that naturally occurring fires were
common events that produced beneficial
effects in a New Mexico forest.

The results of Thomas W. Swet-
nam's tree ring research have led him to
the conclusion that the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice should consider using fire as a man-
agement tool in wilderness areas.

Under the direction of Marvin A.
Stokes, a UA professor of dendrochro-
nology, Swetnam began in 1980 to com-
pile a fire history of the New Mexico Gila
Wilderness Area for his master's thesis.

He took 44 cross sections from
Ponderosa pine trees in three areas of
the 450,000 -acre wilderness just across
the eastern Arizona border.

Swetnam analyzed the cross sec-
tions using dendrochronology, the sci-
ence of dating through comparative
study of growth rings in trees.

Each tree had numerous fire scars
or wounds. After a fire, the tree would
begin to grow again around the wound.
Thus, the trees had a series of overlap-
ping wounds, each representing a differ-
ent fire date.

He found that before 1900 fires
occurred every five to eight years. The
oldest fire scars date back to 1650, and
the most recent scars were formed
around 1900 when livestock grazing and
fire control efforts began.

A few fires may have been ignited by
Indians to drive out game or trap ene-
mies, but most were probably started by
lightning.

"Fire was one of the most potent
forces that acted on the forest eco-
system," Swetnam said.

(continued inside)



History shows natural
fires cleanse forest

(continued from page 1)
"Most fires were of low intensity and

provided a cleansing effect by burning up
fuels that had accumulated on the ground
and by thinning out the young trees.

"These fires obviously didn't rage
through the treetops because the forests
have remained standing."

The forest was an open, park -like
area for hundreds of years, Swetnam
said.

"The early explorers described it as
colonnades of tall trees that they could
pass through without swerving their
horses."

This scene changed with cattle graz-
ing in the late 1800s and the institution of
fire control in the early 1900s.

The cattle ate the grass, which was
an important ingredient for low intensity
fires. Fire control led to dense stands of
trees and an accumulation of almost 80
years of woody fuels on the forest floor.

"This caused the suppression of
growth of many older trees," Swetnam
said. "It has also made some of them
more susceptible to disease and attack
by insects."

As a result, researchers began dur-
ing the last decade to study burning tech-
niques that allow fires to destroy under-
brush and accumulated ground fuels.

These techniques, known as pre-
scribed burning, are both an art and a
science, Swetnam said. "It takes a lot of
experience to be sure the fires achieve
the desired objectives and still remain
under control."

In wilderness areas, only natural
fires are allowed, he said.

Fires caused by lightning occur in
the Gila Wilderness Area from April to
October, but wilderness managers only
allow them to burn after late July when
forest conditions are conducive to low -
intensity fires, he said.

The foresters have started to permit
these natural fires to burn because it is
now recognized that burning is impor-
tant to maintain the natural characteris-
tics of the wilderness.

But "fire management is a tough
situation for the Forest Service," Swet-
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This cross section taken from a Ponderosa pine tree shows the wounds resulting from fires
that occurred at regular intervals in the New Mexico Gila Wilderness Area.

nam said. "On the one hand, they have
to put out man -caused fires, but on the
other, they are beginning to recognize
the value of prescribed fires.

"They have to juggle these two dif-
ferent approaches to fire and still keep
the public educated and informed," he
said.

People wonder why the forests are
being burned, Swetnam said. "They have
been raised with the notion that all fires
are disastrous to the forest."

But wilderness areas are supposed
to be kept in their natural state, he said.
"They should be maintained or preserved
as they used to be."

If the wilderness has changed and is
no longer "natural" because of the lack
of fire, then it is possible that a restora-
tion effort is needed, he said.

To do this effectively, foresters need
to start controlled fires as well as allow
some natural fires to burn as the National
Park Service has done, Swetnam said.

However, the Forest Service is cau-
tious about instituting a policy of starting
controlled fires in wilderness areas.

It fears other people will start fires,
and uncontrolled fires ignited by careless
smokers or arsonists have led to the de-
struction of thousands of acres of timber
and private homes, Swetnam said.



Electronics mesh with agriculture

Small computers may someday tell
farmers when to:

-Flick a switch to dust crops with
pesticide.

-Push a button to send water
pumps whirling.

-Twist a knob to fertilize plants.
These innovations are possibilities

in the not -too -distant future, according
to a University of Arizona graduate stu-
dent in electrical engineering.

Fidel Diaz bases his prediction on
the results of his doctoral research on
the electronic monitoring of growing
plants.

Diaz, in collaboration with William
G. Gensler, a UA associate professor of
electrical engineering, has developed a
microcomputer -based system to mea-
sure change in plant stem diameter.

Since daily stem change is directly
related to the amount of water in a plant,
the measuring system may signal farmers
when to irrigate crops in the future, Diaz
said. This would minimize overwatering.

"Our problem now is to interpret
the data," he said. "We are trying to
determine how much the plant stem has
to shrink before we irrigate."

Today, irrigation is done based on
experience and when crops look dry.
Often more water is used than is neces-
sary. This is a problem for dry areas with
limited groundwater such as Arizona
and Northern Mexico.

"We are trying to save water -to
prevent extra irrigation," Diaz said.

The decision to measure change in
stem diameter was based on agricultural
research that found a plant would start
to take water from the soft tissue within
the stem when the soil became dry.

Additional research under con-
trolled laboratory conditions showed that
when water was taken from the soft
tissue, the stem diameter shrinks. The
drier the plant became, the more the
shrinkage.

"We wanted to see what would
happen in the field -if we could come up
with some kind of index to schedule irri-
gation," Diaz said.
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Displacement sensors on the cotton plants measure the change in stem diameter and feed
the information into a computer system.

He studied a one -half acre field of
cotton at the UA Casa Grande Highway
Farm.

A small metal cylinder, about three -
eighths of an inch in diameter, containing
a transformer, measured the change in
the stem's diameter.

The cylinders - called displacement
sensors -were placed on 12 plants, about
two inches from the ground.

Different plants around the field
were used to find out if they acted sim-
ilarly, Diaz said.

The displacement sensors fed data
into a computer system at the edge of
the field.

The system took Diaz and other
students two years to develop. "Its cost
was minimal," Diaz said. The small corn -
puter was about $400, and the rest of the
equipment did not exceed $1,600.

Information regarding the stem's

growth registered on the computer every
15 minutes.

In addition, Diaz and his colleagues
took turns monitoring the field for 192
hours. They analyzed the plants, mea-
sured the need for water and compared
their observations with the electronic
data.

"More measurements need to be
taken when the cotton is planted again in
the spring," Diaz said, "but we are get-
ting close to the day when the computer
can tell the farmer it is time to irrigate."

That, says Diaz, is only one future
application for the small computer. in

Electrodes may be able to measuit-
whether a plant is deficient in nutrien ?r
or detect whether a disease is starting
the crop. .e

"There is a lot of potential for ele(
tronics in agriculture," he said. "It is only
a matter of time."



THE BOARD

Grants
Grants are available through the

Graduate Student Program Develop-
ment Fund to assist graduate students
engaged in research. They will be
awarded on a monthly basis throughout
the year.

The purpose of the grants is to
reward and publicize excellence in re-
search and encourage scholarly com-
munication between graduate students
and faculty.

Depending on the availability of
funds, the grants range from $200 to
$600. The funds go directly to the stu-
dent under sponsorship of a faculty
member.

For information
Assistant Provosts -

Hugh E. Laird, 6 -4767
Jane H. Underwood, 6 -4766

Assistantships -
Rose Marie Goodwin, 6 -2621

Degree Check -
A-H Gloria Rosborough, 6 -3471
I -O Jan Chase, 6 -3471
P -Z Pat Bailes, 6 -3471

Calendar

Proposals must be submitted by the
25th of the month and should include a
statement of the problem, review of rele-
vant literature, research methods, a dis-
cussion of project significance, statistical
procedures to be used in the analysis of
data and the likely impact on other schol-
ars working in the same field.

Students should also include a de-
tailed budget and a statement indicating
other funds are not available. A letter of
endorsement from a faculty sponsor is
required.

Awards are made by the Provost for
Graduate Studies and Health Sciences
based on proposals received that month.

Financial Assistant Resource
Center and General Information -

Barbara Mrasak, 6 -3471
Graduate Student Program
Development Fund -

Carrie Gilmore, 6 -4767
Theses and Dissertations -

Peter Rout, 6 -3471

Class and laboratory sessions end December 8
GSFLT test date December 8
Semester examinations begin December 10
GRE test date December 11
Last day to submit approved, library -ready copies of

thesis for December completion December 13
Semester examinations end December 17

For further information, contact
Carrie Gilmore, Room 101, Administra-
tion Building, Ext. 6 -4767.

Newsletter
solicits input

The Graduate News is designed to
publicize the various research projects
being conducted within the Graduate
College. Although space limitations pre-
vent all departments from being in-
cluded, a few students will be highlighted
in each issue.

The Graduate News also includes
The Board for notification of events,
administrative matters, financial aid, de-
partmental announcements, and occa-
sional columns by the Provost.

Input from students and the depart-
ments is always welcome. Those with
information on specific research projects
or items for The Board can contact Joan
Barrett through the Graduate College
Office, Administration 601, Ext. 6 -3513.

The Graduate News is pub-
lished six times a year by the
Graduate College at the Univer-
sity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

Copies are made available
on campus at department offices
and at the Graduate College
Office, Administration 101.
Dr. Lee B. Jones, Provost for
Graduate Studies & Health
Sciences
Joan F. Barrett, Editor
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